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Random Polygons (and Polymer Physics)

Physics Question
What is the average shape of a polymer in solution?

Physics Answer
Modern polymer physics is based on the analogy

between a polymer chain and a random walk.
—Alexander Grosberg, NYU.



Random Polygons (and Geometry and Topology)

Math Question
With respect to a given probability measure on closed
polygons, what is the expected value of radius of gyration or
total curvature?

Math Question
What fraction of 7-gons of length 2 are knotted?

chair-chair !TCC", boat !B", saddle, also known as twist-boat
!TB", boat-boat !BB", boat-chair !BC", twist-boat-chair
!TBC", chair !C", and twist-chair !TC". Each of Hendrick-
son’s ten conformations has certain symmetries when we
consider ring atoms. These symmetries are obtained by rota-
tion and reflection of the conformation in physical space.
!When such a change occurs as a result of molecular motion,
i.e., by changes in torsion angles, it is known as a pseudoro-
tation." One way to quantify these symmetries is by examin-
ing torsion angles. The crown conformation, for example, is
highly symmetric and can exist in only two states: !cr. The
boat conformation is also very symmetric but can exist in
four states: !b1 and !b2. In general, conformations on the
spherical component of the cyclo-octane space have the sym-
metry !t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 , t1 , t2 , t3 , t4" and absent additional symme-
try will exist in eight states. Conformations on the Klein
bottle component have no such constraint and absent addi-
tional symmetry will exist in 16 states.

In Fig. 4 we have located each instance of Hendrickson’s
ten conformations in our representation of the cyclo-octane
conformation space. Also shown in Fig. 4 are two additional
conformations, which we call peak !P" and saddle !S". P and
S occur on the intersection rings and within the set of inter-
section ring conformations they are energy maxima !P" and
minima !S". Figure 4 can be used to understand how particu-
lar cyclo-octane conformers influence the topology and ge-
ometry of the full conformation space. As an example, con-
sider the spherical component of the conformation space in
Fig. 4!a". There are two Cr conformers, related to each other
through reflection. This reflection occurs through the center

of the sphere so that the two Cr’s are opposite each other on
the north and south poles. At a high northern latitude, there
are four TCCs, related to each other through rotation, thus
forming a ring. In the southern hemisphere, there are four
additional TCCs, forming their own ring, and related to the
northern TCCs through reflection. Similarly, there are four
northern and four southern CCs, S’s, and P’s. On the equator,
there are four B’s and BBs, related through rotation, again
forming rings. Finally, there are eight TBs related to each
other by both rotation and reflection. Since reflection is
through the center of the sphere, reflected TBs again lie on
the equator. !In fact this also occurs with the B’s and BBs,
except that the reflected Bs and BBs can also be obtained by
rotation." All of these symmetries are accommodated by the
topology of the sphere. If we now consider distance as a
constraint, we see how the particular conformers influence
the geometry of the sphere. Both TCCs and CCs are very
similar to Cr’s so that they are near the poles. They are also
very similar to each other so they form small diameter !high
latitude" rings. By comparison, B’s and BBs are distinct from
Cr’s and from each other so are far from the poles and form
large diameter !equatorial" rings. These rings are then con-
nected by meridians !e.g., Cr-TCC-S-B-S-TCC-Cr" to form
the sphere.

Similar observations can be made to understand why the
Möbius strip occurs in Fig. 4!b". The S and P conformers are
connected in a central ring corresponding to the northern S
and P intersection ring in Fig. 4!a". These conformations are
related by rotation, i.e., the S’s are related by rotation, as are
the P’s, while their reflections occur on the red Möbius strip

FIG. 3. Projections from torsion space. Here we show how the canonical crown-boat-chair basis can be used to produce a fully reduced 2D representation of
the cyclo-octane conformation space. The canonical conformations corresponding to the crown !cr", boat !b1 ,b2", and chair !c1 ,c2" are shown in !a". The
projection of the space onto !b1 ,b2 ,cr" is shown in !b", analytically reproducing the results previously obtained using Isomap. We use green to represent the
spherical component !c" of the conformation space and blue/red to represent the Klein bottle component !e". The intersection rings are shown using black. The
spherical component !c" of the conformation space can be reduced to 2D by varying the azimuthal angle !"" between 0 and 2# in the !b1 ,b2" plane, as shown
in !d". The Klein bottle component can be reduced to 2D by decomposition into two Möbius strips, apparent using !c1 ," ,c2" coordinates !f", where " again
varies between 0 and 2#. The Möbius strips in !f" are in fact helicoids, which can be parametrized using signed distances r1 and r2 from the line c1=c2
=0. The signed distances can be used to reduce the two Möbius strips to 2D #!g" and !h"$. In !g" and !h", we show how the two Möbius strips can be glued
together to form the Klein bottle using labeled arrows to show equivalences !e.g.—A!". It is interesting to note that representation of the Klein bottle in !b"
and !e" has two deficiencies. First, the Möbius strips have been folded over the intersection rings so that the hourglass shape actually consists of two sheets,
although it appears as one. Second, the apparent singularity at the origin is in fact an artifact of the projection. In actuality, the Möbius strips are joined
according to the equivalences in !g" and !h", although using dimensions which are not visible in the !b1 ,b2 ,cr" coordinates.
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Topology of cyclo-octane energy landscape
Martin, Thompson, Coutsias, Watson



Random Polygons (and Numerical Analysis)

Numerical Analysis Question
How can we construct random samples drawn from the space
of closed space n-gons? More generally, how should we
numerically integrate over the space of closed polygons?
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Figure 3 Trial motions employed in the Monte Carlo method of Vologodskii et al.
(adapted from Reference 72). A. Crankshaft move. A section of the chain is rotated
through a random angle, !, about an axis connecting two randomly chosen vertices, v1

and v2. The new configuration of the affected segments is represented by a dashed line.
B. Reptation move. The angles "1–"5 are modified so that the two randomly chosen
sections of the chain bounded by [v1 !3, v1] and [v2, v2 +4] can be exchanged. Again
the alteration is represented by dashes.

pairs of subchains in which each member can fit into the gap left by the other
can be exchanged. Starting in any state, one chooses the pairs of subchains to be
exchanged randomly and with equal probability from among all possibilities.

If any subchain could be moved to any other position, reptation (if carefully
implemented) would satisfy detailed balance because every state would have the
same number of possible choices. Because this is not the case, this reptation move
violates detailed balance. To see this, consider the two states shown in Figure 4,
where a 4-chain is exchanged with a 3-chain. The essence of the problem is that
not all 4-chains may be possible choices. If the gap created by removing a 4-chain
is greater than 3L (L is the length of a segment) then no 3-chain can span it. So
the possible choices are only those 4-chains whose end-to-end distances do not
exceed 3L , the number of which can vary from one state to another. In state A of
Figure 4 there is exactly one 4-chain whose gap is small enough to be spanned by
a 3-chain. If there are N segments in this molecule, then there are N ! 6 choices
of 3-chain, and one 4-chain, that can be exchanged. If each choice has equal
probability of selection, then p(B|A) = 1/(N ! 6), where state B is shown in the
figure. In state B, however, there are four different choices of 4-chain whose ends
are close enough to be spanned by a 3-chain, and for each of these there are N ! 6
different 3-chains that could be selected. So if each choice has equal probability
then p(A|B) = 1/[4(N ! 6)]. As p(A|B) "= p(B|A), this reptation move violates
detailed balance. Therefore, this implementation of the Monte Carlo method cannot
be regarded as converging to the equilibrium distribution.
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Illustration of crankshaft algorithm of Vologoskii et. al.
Benham/Mielke



Overview

Plan of Attack
Construct a mathematical structure underlying polygon spaces
which makes these probability and numerical questions
tractable.

• Construct a natural measure on framed polygons with
edgelengths r1, . . . , rn.

• Assemble all these spaces with r1 + · · ·+ rn = 2 into a
simple space.

• Develop sampling algorithm and make explicit
computations on simple space.

• (Future) Specialize back to fixed edgelength spaces.
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Definitions

Definition
Let FArm3(n; r1, . . . , rn) be the space of framed n-gons with
edgelengths r1, . . . , rn (up to translation) in R3.



Quaternions: natural coordinates for frames

Definition
The quaternions H are the skew-algebra over R defined by
adding i, j, and k so that

i2 = j2 = k2 = −1, ijk = −1

We can identify quaternions with frames in SO(3) via the Hopf
map

Hopf(q) = (q̄iq, q̄jq, q̄kq),

where the entries turn out to be purely imaginary quaternions,
and hence vectors in R3.

Proposition
The unit quaternions (S3) double-cover SO(3) via the Hopf
map.



A question of size

Question
Does the space of length r orthogonal frames for R3 have less
volume than the space of length 1 orthogonal frames? If so,
how much?

Lemma
The Hopf map takes quaternions of norm

√
r to frames where

each vector has norm r.

Definition
We take the measure on the space of frames of length r to be
the pushforward under the Hopf map of the standard measure
on the 3-sphere S3(

√
r) of radius

√
r inside H.
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Assembly of the measure on the space of framed arms

Definition
We take the measure on the space FArm3(n; r1, . . . , rn) to be
the pushforward by the Hopf map

S3(
√

r1)× · · · × S3(
√

rn)
Hopf→ r1 SO(3)× · · · × rn SO(3).

Definition
Let FArm3(n) be the space of framed space polygons with total
length 2.

FArm3(n) =
⋃

∑
ri=2

FArm3(n; r1, . . . , rn).

Proposition
The space FArm3(n) is covered 2n times by S4n−1(

√
2) ⊂ Hn.
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Summary of Arm Picture

We can forget the framing to generate a natural measure on the
unframed polygon spaces Arm3(n; r1, . . . , rn) and Arm3(n). We
call this the symmetric measure on FArm3(n) and Arm3(n)
since it comes from the round sphere.

S3(
√

r1)× · · ·S3(
√

rn) ⊂ Hn ⊂- S4n−1(
√

2) ⊂ Hn

FArm3(n; r1, . . . , rn)

Hopf
??

⊂ - FArm3(n)

Hopf
??

Arm3(n; r1, . . . , rn)

π

??
⊂ - Arm3(n)

π

??



Definitions

Definition
Let FPol3(n; r1, . . . , rn) ⊂ FArm3(n; r1, . . . , rn) be the space of
closed framed n-gons with edgelengths r1, . . . , rn (up to
translation) in R3.



From Arm Space to Closed Polygon Space

The quaternionic n-sphere S4n−1(
√

2) is the (scaled) join
S2n−1 ? S2n−1 of complex n-spheres:

(~u, ~v , θ) 7→
√

2(cos θ~u + sin θ~v j)

where ~u, ~v ∈ Cn lie in the unit sphere and θ ∈ [0, π/2]. We
focus on

S4n−1(
√

2) ⊃ {(~u, ~v , π/4) |
〈
~u, ~v

〉
= 0} = V2(Cn)

Knutson and Hausmann (1997) proved:

V2(Cn) ⊂ Hn ⊂- S4n−1(
√

2) ⊂ Hn

FPol3(n)

Hopf
??

⊂ - FArm3(n)

Hopf
??



The proof is (a computation) worth doing!

In complex form, the map Hopfi(q) can be written as

Hopf(a + bj) = i(|a|2 − |b|2 + 2ābj)

Thus the polygon closes ⇐⇒∣∣∣∑Hopf(qi)
∣∣∣2 =

∣∣∣∑2| cos θ ui |2 −
∑

2| sin θ vi |
2

+4 cos θ sin θ
∑

uivi j
∣∣∣2

=
∣∣∣2 cos2 θ − 2 sin2 θ

∣∣∣2 + |4 cos θ sin θ 〈u, v〉|2

= 4 cos2 2θ + 4 sin2 2θ |〈u, v〉|2 = 0

or ⇐⇒ θ = π/4 and ~u, ~v are orthogonal.



The action of U(2)

Definition
The Stiefel manifold Vk (Cn) is the space of orthonormal
k -frames in Cn. The Grassmann manifold Gk (Cn) is the space
of k -dimensional subspaces of Cn.
There is a bundle

U(k)→ Vk (Cn)→ Gk (Cn)



The action of U(2)

Definition
The Stiefel manifold Vk (Cn) is the space of orthonormal
k -frames in Cn. The Grassmann manifold Gk (Cn) is the space
of k -dimensional subspaces of Cn.
There is a bundle

U(k)→ Vk (Cn)→ Gk (Cn)

Theorem (Howard/Manon/Millson, 2011)
The action of U(2) on V2(Cn) in the bundle

U(2)→ V2(Cn)→ G2(Cn)

descends to the product of an action of SO(3) on FPol3(n)
given by rotating the polygon in space and an action of S1 on
FPol3(n) given by rotating all frame vectors simultaneously.



The action of U(2)

Definition
The Stiefel manifold Vk (Cn) is the space of orthonormal
k -frames in Cn. The Grassmann manifold Gk (Cn) is the space
of k -dimensional subspaces of Cn.
There is a bundle

U(k)→ Vk (Cn)→ Gk (Cn)

Theorem (Howard/Manon/Millson, 2011)

Planes in G2(Cn) are a Euclidean group invariant
representation of framed polygons.



Sampling random polygons (directly!)

Proposition (with Cantarella, Deguchi)
The natural (Haar) measure on V2(Cn) is obtained by
generating random complex n-vectors with independent
Gaussian coordinates and applying (complex) Gram-Schmidt.

In[9]:= RandomComplexVector@n_D := Apply@Complex,
Partition@ð, 2D & �� RandomVariate@NormalDistribution@D, 81, 2 n<D, 82<D@@1DD;

ComplexDot@A_, B_D := Dot@A, Conjugate@BDD;
ComplexNormalize@A_D := H1 � Sqrt@Re@ComplexDot@A, ADDDL A;

RandomComplexFrame@n_D := Module@8a, b, A, B<,
8a, b< = 8RandomComplexVector@nD, RandomComplexVector@nD<;
A = ComplexNormalize@aD;
B = ComplexNormalize@b - Conjugate@ComplexDot@A, bDD AD;

8A, B<
D;

Now we need only apply the Hopf map to generate an edge set:

In[6]:= ToEdges@8A_, B_<D := 8ð@@2DD, ð@@3DD, ð@@4DD< & �� HHopfMap �� Transpose@8A, B<DL;



Examples of 20-gons
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Examples of 2,000-gons
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Expected Value of Chord Lengths

Definition
Let Chord(k) be the squared length of the chord skipping the
first k edges of a polygon.

Theorem (with Cantarella, Deguchi)
The expected values for Chord(k) are:

E(Chord(k),Arm3(n)) =
6k

n(n + 1/2)
,

E(Chord(k),Pol3(n)) =

(
n − k
n − 1

)
6k

n(n + 1)
,



Expected Value of Chord Lengths

Definition
Let Chord(k) be the squared length of the chord skipping the
first k edges of a polygon.

Theorem (with Cantarella, Deguchi)
The expected values for Chord(k) are:

E(Chord(k),Arm2(n)) =
8k

n(n + 1)
,

E(Chord(k),Pol2(n)) =

(
n − k
n − 1

)
8k

n(n + 2)
.



Checking Chord Lengths against Experiment
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Checking Chord Lengths against Experiment
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Expected Value of Radius of Gyration

Definition
The squared radius of gyration Gyradius(P) is the average
squared distance between any two vertices of P.

Theorem (with Cantarella, Deguchi)
The expected values of Gyradius are

E(Gyradius,Arm3(n)) =
n + 2

(n + 1)(n + 1/2)
,

E(Gyradius,Pol3(n)) =
1
2

1
n
,



Expected Value of Radius of Gyration

Definition
The squared radius of gyration Gyradius(P) is the average
squared distance between any two vertices of P.

Theorem (with Cantarella, Deguchi)
The expected values of Gyradius are

E(Gyradius,Arm2(n)) =
4
3

n + 2
(n + 1)2 ,

E(Gyradius,Pol2(n)) =
2
3

n + 1
n(n + 2)

.



Checking Gyradius against Experiment
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Fixed Edgelength Spaces

Definition
Armi(n; ~2/n) and Poli(n; ~2/n) are spaces of equilateral
polygons (of total length 2).

Theorem (with Cantarella, Deguchi)
The expected values of Chord and Gyradius for equilateral
polygons:

E(Chord(k),Armi(n; ~2/n)) = k
4
n2 ,

E(Chord(k),Poli(n; ~2/n)) =
k(n − k)

n − 1
4
n2 ,



Fixed Edgelength Spaces

Definition
Armi(n; ~2/n) and Poli(n; ~2/n) are spaces of equilateral
polygons (of total length 2).

Theorem (with Cantarella, Deguchi)
The expected values of Chord and Gyradius for equilateral
polygons:

E(Gyradius,Armi(n; ~2/n)) =
n + 2

6
4

n(n + 1)
,

E(Gyradius,Poli(n; ~2/n)) =
n + 1

12
4
n2 .



Total Curvature for Space Polygons

Definition
The total curvature κ of a space polygon is the sum of the
turning angles θ1, . . . , θn.



The total curvature surplus puzzle

Lemma
The expected total curvature of a polygon in Arm3(n; r1, . . . , rn)
is (n − 1)π/2.
In 2007, Plunkett et. al. sampled random equilateral closed
polygons and noticed that

E(κ,Pol3(n; 1, . . . ,1))→ π

2
n + α

between them and the observed gel separation of the various
knot types. Such correlations have already been observed with
the average crossing number, but this is the first consideration
of the influence of total curvature and total torsion on gel
mobility of knotted macromolecules. In Figure 10, one sees
evidence of a linear relationship, at least for the simplest knotting
of polygons. Since the speed of gel migration of DNA molecules
with the same chain length increases with their compaction,25
one can conclude that polymers with the same chain length
which form different knot types have similar ratios of their
overall compaction as the corresponding ratios of the equilibrium
lengths for the respective knot types.
An MCMC analysis of the probability profiles of the

individual types of knotted polygons, similar to that done for
total curvature and total torsion, provides estimates of the lengths
at which the different knot types shown in Figure 11 attain their
maximum probability. These also correlate with the total
curvature/total torsion equilibrium lengths as shown in
Figure 12. The total curvature and total torsion are intimately
connected to knotting at the geometric level. This correlation
suggests that the ratio of the entropy of a given knot to the
entropy of all polygons reaches its maximum at the chain length
corresponding to the equilibrium length of a given knot with
respect to the total curvature or total torsion.
We have observed that the normalized average total curvature

and total torsion of the phantom polygons appears to be constant,
approximately 1.2 and -1.2, respectively. A simple estimate
derived from the inner product of the sum of the edge vectors26
suggests an approximation of 1.0 for the excess total curvature.
The case of the total torsion and the search for more accurate
estimates remains an interesting research question.

7. Conclusions
We have calculated the equilibrium lengths for equilateral

random polygons with respect to the total curvature and total
torsion of the configurations by showing that the differences in
restricted and unrestricted topology already observed for average
crossing number and radius of gyration hold for these quantities
as well. We note that the total curvature and total torsion
equilibrium lengths appear more closely related to the maximum
probability lengths than, for example, the average crossing
number equilibrium length. The total curvature and total torsion
equilibrium lengths are comparable to these and provide both a
strong correlation with respect to observed physical properties,
e.g., the gel separation, and the length of maximum probability.
While both the total curvature and total torsion scale, as
predicted, linearly as a function of the number of edges in the
configuration, there appears to be an excess/deficit of that same
magnitude, 1.2, which has not been entirely explained theoreti-
cally and which would be associated with the closure of the
polygons.
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Total curvature surplus in our measure on Pol3(n)
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The curvature surplus explained

We can project the measure on the Stiefel manifold to a single
pair of edges using the coarea formula and get an explicit
probability measure on pairs of vectors in R3. Integrating the
turning angle between the vectors with respect to this measure,
we get:

Proposition (with Cantarella, Grosberg, Kusner)
The expected value of the turning angle θ for a single pair of
edges in Pol3(n) is given by the formula

E(θ) =
π

2
+
π

4
2

2n − 3

so
E(κ,Pol3(n)) =

π

2
n +

π

4
2n

2n − 3
.



Checking against the numerical data
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Checking against the numerical data
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How likely is a random n-gon to be knotted?

Conjecture (Frisch-Wassermann-Delbrück, 1969)
A sufficiently large random closed n-gon is very likely to be
knotted.

Theorem (Diao, 1995)
For n sufficiently large, the probability that a random closed
equilateral n-gon is knotted is at least 1− exp(−nε) for some
positive constant ε. (No useful explicit bounds are known for the
constant ε or for how large is sufficiently large.)

Conjecture
The probability that an element of Pol3(n) is knotted is at least
1− exp(−nε) for some positive constant ε.
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Geometry =⇒ topology

Proposition (with Cantarella, Grosberg, Kusner)
At least 1/3 of Pol3(6) and 1/11 of Pol3(7) consists of unknots.

Proof.
Let x be the fraction of polygons in Pol3(n) with total curvature
greater than 4π (by the Fáry-Milnor theorem, these are the only
polygons which may be knotted). The expected value of total
curvature then satisfies

E(κ; Pol3(n)) > 4πx + 2π(1− x).

Solving for x and using our total curvature expectation, we see
that

x <
(n − 2)(n − 3)

2(2n − 3)
.
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Some open questions

• There’s a version of all this for curves. What can we derive
about curve theory from this point of view? For plane
curves, this is the Michor–Shah–Mumford–Younes metric
on closed plane curves.

• What does Brownian motion on the Stiefel manifold look
like? Is this a model for evolution of polygons?

• How can we get better bounds on knot probabilities? What
are the constants in the Frisch–Wassermann–Delbrück
conjecture? What about slipknots?



Thank you!

• Probability Theory of Random Polygons from the
Quaternionic Viewpoint
Jason Cantarella, Tetsuo Deguchi, and Clayton Shonkwiler
arXiv:1206.3161
To appear in Communications on Pure and Applied
Mathematics.

• The Expected Total Curvature of Random Polygons
Jason Cantarella, Alexander Y. Grosberg, Robert Kusner,
and Clayton Shonkwiler
arXiv:1210.6537.

Thank you for inviting me!


